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Prerequisites and special admittance requirements

Students must be accepted to the Master of Laws Programme in European Economic Law, have completed
the course Advanced European Economic Law with a grade of Pass or better, and have completed the
requirements in the chosen specialisation course.

Course structure

Examination code Name Higher Education Credits

0100 Methods in Research and Practice 15

Course content

This course is the third course in the Master of Laws Programme in European Economic Law. It aims to
provide specialised knowledge in EU legal theory and methods. 

The course also aims to further prepare students for qualified application of European economic law in both
practical situations, for example dispute resolution and negotiations, and in independent research.

In the first part of the course, students participate in practical exercises in the form of mock trials or other
types of cases, where they take the role of a party, legal representative or another legal role in a reality-based
dispute resolution situation. Through this exercise, students practise applying the substantive knowledge,
argumentation skills, and methodological knowledge they have acquired during the programme's first term.

The second part of the course aims to further prepare students for research in European economic law and to
support them in the work with their Master thesis project. Through active participation in a series of seminars,
students deepen their knowledge of EU legal theory and methods as well as obtain insight into other relevant
scholarly and related approaches, such as comparative methods, law and economics, and sociology of law.
Students will present sections and drafts of their proposed thesis and have the opportunity to discuss these
with teachers and other students.

The course includes an advanced seminar in European economic law. The purpose of the seminar is to, at an
advanced academic level, convey knowledge and insights into current issues, trends and research
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developments in European economic law. Within the context of the seminar series, researchers are invited to
present new and ongoing research. Particular focus will be placed on questions that are related to students'
proposed thesis subjects.

Learning outcomes

After successful completion of the course, the student is expected to be able to:
- display detailed knowledge of research and developments in European economic law,
- display detailed methodological knowledge relevant for research and for advanced work in the area of
European economic law,
-	display the ability to integrate knowledge and to analyse, assess and manage complex events, questions and
situations even with limited information;
-	plan and carry out qualified legal research in European economic law within specified time frames,
-	argue for and against different solutions in European economic law, both orally and in written format, 
-	formulate relevant scholarly questions within a chosen subject area of European economic law, 
display the necessary skills to participate in research and development, or to work independently in other
specialised activities, such as for a court.
- display the ability to make assessments taking into consideration relevant scientific, social and ethical
issues, as well as display awareness of ethical issues in research and development work;
- demonstrate understanding of the opportunities and limits of knowledge, its role in society, and individuals'
responsibility for how it is used.

Education

Instruction will consist of: 
- A practical exercise in the form of a mock trial or the equivalent, where students practise the application of
legal methodology and techniques for arguing cases. 
- Lectures and seminars on legal theory and methodology, and on various scholarly and related approaches,
such as comparative methods, law and economics, and sociology of law.
- Thesis seminars, where students have the opportunity to discuss in groups important questions for their
thesis such as defining relevant questions, delimiting the research questions, methodological considerations,
critical management and use of source material, and proper citation of sources. 
- An advanced seminar in European economic law, where new and ongoing research is presented with
particular focus on questions that are related to students' proposed thesis subjects.

The language of instruction is English.

Participation in the mock trial and in 80 per cent of the other instruction is required. If there are special
circumstances the head of the course can allow exceptions. In this case, the student shall be responsible for
completing an additional assignment.

Forms of examination

Examination is based on participation in the practical exercise, written or oral assignments, and active
participation in the other instruction. When the student has completed assignments in a group, the individual
student's achievement is checked with questions at the seminars.

All course requirements must be met in order to pass the course. Course grades are determined based on a
combination of the individual's performance in each of the different elements of the course. 

Students who initially fail the course are given the opportunity to be assessed a second time. Students who
have received a passing grade are not allowed to be assessed again in order to earn a higher grade. Students
who fail the course twice from the same examiner have the right to request a different examiner for their
additional attempt. This, however, does not apply if there are particular reasons that a different examiner
cannot be appointed.

The grading system consists of the passing grades A (Excellent), B (Very good), C (Good), D (Satisfactory),
or E (Sufficient). Failing grades are Fx (Insufficient) or F (Entirely insufficient). 

Grading criteria shall be made available at the latest at the beginning of the course

Misc

Effective date
These provisions are effective from 16 January 2017.

Required reading

The reading list is established by the Faculty Education Committee. See the course website at
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www.jurinst.su.se for information on the reading list. The updated reading list will be available at the latest
two months before the start of the course
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